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Abstract The purpose of this paper is to describe the
five-parameter grain boundary character distribution

(GBCD) of polycrystalline silicon and compare it to dis-

tributions measured in metals and ceramics. The GBCD
was determined from the stereological analysis of electron

backscatter diffraction maps. The distribution of grain

boundary disorientations is non-random and has peaks at
36", 39", 45", 51", and 60". The axis-angle distribution

reveals that most of the grain boundaries have misorien-

tations around the [111], [110], and [100] axes. The most
common grain boundary type (30 % number fraction) has a

60" misorientation around [111] and of these boundaries,

the majority are twist boundaries. For other common
boundaries, symmetric tilt configurations are preferred.

The grain boundary character distribution of Si is distinct

from those previously observed for metals and ceramics.

The measured grain boundary populations are inversely
correlated to calculated grain boundary energies available

in the literature.

Introduction

Polycrystalline silicon has beenwidely used for photovoltaic

solar cells. Because of the tremendous demand for renewable

solar power, efforts have been made to reduce the cost and
improve the energy efficiency of polycrystalline Si photo-

voltaic cells [1–4]. It has been reported that electron–hole

recombination rates are strongly influenced by the character
of the grain boundary and depend on both the grain boundary

misorientation and grain boundary plane orientation [5–7].

For example, small angle grain boundaries have higher
recombination rates than large angle grain boundaries [5].

One exception is the coherent twin grain boundary, which is

reported to be electrically inactive [5–7] and energetically
stable [8, 9]. The coherent twin is the grain boundary with a

misorientation of 60" around [111] and is terminated by
(111) planes on either side of the boundary. In the commonly

used coincident site lattice (CSL) notation, this a R3
boundary with a twist configuration. While R3 incoherent
twin boundaries with (110) and (112) planes were also

electrically inactive in high-purity polycrystalline silicon,

their electrical properties deteriorated in the presence of iron
impurities [8]. To clarify the nomenclature used in this paper,

we note that another common designation for the coherent

twin is a 70.5" symmetric tilt about [110], which is struc-
turally indistinguishable from the 60" twist around [111].We

uniformly chose to describe boundary crystallography by the

representation in the fundamental zone, and in this case it is
the twist representation. Furthermore, we will refer to all

boundaries with the R3 misorientation, but different grain
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boundary plane orientations, as R3 incoherent twin

boundaries.
Because the electrical properties of grain boundaries in

Si depend on both the grain boundary misorientation and

grain boundary plane inclination, we seek a statistical
description of the grain boundary population. It was

reported that most boundaries in cast polycrystalline silicon

are the R3, R9, and R27 misorientation types [5]. However,
these conclusions were based on a relatively small number

of observations. Here, we measure the grain boundary
character distribution (GBCD), which specifies the relative

areas of grain boundaries as a function of lattice misori-

entation and grain boundary plane orientation over the
entire range of possibilities [10]. While in the current

paper, it is the grain boundary line length per area that is

measured, this quantity is stereologically related to the area
per volume [11]. A significant challenge associated with

this work is that a statistically significant measure of the

five-parameter GBCD requires a large number of obser-
vations. However, the cast polycrystalline Si used in pho-

tovoltaic applications has a large grain size and relatively

few grain boundaries. Using a sample with a sub-milli-
meter grain size, we were able to characterize more than

23000 grain boundaries. By comparing results calculated

using different amounts of data, we conclude that this is
sufficient to accurately determine the populations of the

most common grain boundaries.

The GBCDs of a wide range of polycrystalline materials
have been measured over that past decade [12]. This includes

metallically bonded materials with the FCC [13–17], BCC

[18, 19], and HCP [20, 21] structures and a number of oxide
ceramics [22–26] with predominantly ionic bonding. How-

ever, the five-parameter GBCD of a material with purely

covalent bonding has not yet been measured. This is another
motivation tomeasure theGBCDof polycrystalline Si. One of

the common features of the GBCDs of metallic and ceramic

materials is that the grain boundary distributions are inversely
correlated to grain boundary energies [27]. This trend was

even found for boundaries in block co-polymer systems that

are governed by intermolecular forces [28]. Considering this,
it seems likely that the trend should persist in polycrystalline

silicon, in which the interactions across grain boundaries are

governedby covalent bonds.Therefore, themainpoints of this
paper are to describe the relative grain boundary populations

in covalently bonded polycrystalline Si, to compare them to

measurements in metals and ceramics, and to compare the
populations to calculated Si grain boundary energies.

Experimental

Cast polycrystalline silicon was obtained from MEMC (St.
Peters, MO, USA). The Si was boron-doped with a

concentration of 5.5 9 1016 cm-3. A wafer was cut with a

wire saw and etched in potassium hydroxide solution
(KOH:H2O = 1:1) to remove surface damage. This surface

was suitable for electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)

analysis without further treatment. EBSD mapping was
carried out using a field-emission gun SEM (Quanta 200,

FEI Company). For each measurement, the sample was

tilted to about 70" with respect to the electron beam. The
EBSD measurement was carried out using an accelerating

voltage of 20 kV and a step size of 5 lm. Standard clean-
up procedures in the TSL software were used to remove

incorrectly indexed pixels. First, a neighbor confidence

index (CI) correction was used to change all of the pixels
with CI less than 0.1 to the orientation and CI of the

neighbor with the highest CI. Second, a grain CI stan-

dardization was used to change the CIs of all points in a
grain to the maximum CI found in the grain. Next, the

single iteration grain dilation was used with a minimum

grain size of 50 pixels and a tolerance angle of 5". Using
this procedure, fewer than 2 % of the data points were

changed. Next, individual orientations inside the grain

were changed to a value equal to the average orientation of
all pixels within the grain. The reconstructed grain

boundary line segments, used in the stereological GBCD

calculation, were extracted from 26 fields of view using the
TSL/OIM software. These images covered the entire region

of the ingot that contained sub-millimeter sized grains. To

approximate the grain boundary positions, straight lines
were used to connect all of the triple junctions. If these line

segments deviated from the grain boundary plane by more

than two pixels, the segments were subdivided to better
match the curvatures of grain boundaries [29]. We have

found that a tolerance of two pixels best approximates the

boundary curvature, while not reproducing noise and the
shape of the hexagonal scan grid. This was applied to all

boundaries and is a necessary step because grain bound-

aries with different orientations are classified differently.
The GBCD was calculated from 23157 line segments using

the stereological method described in Ref. [27] with a

binning resolution of 10".

Results

Representative EBSD maps of polycrystalline Si before

and after clean-up are shown in Fig. 1a, b, respectively.
The image after clean-up has reconstructed grain boundary

line segments overlaid in black. The microstructure con-

sisted of equiaxed grains containing multiple twin lamellae
(the straight parallel lines). The average grain size was

290 lm. The sample showed no grain orientation texture;

the maxima in the inverse pole figures (not shown) were
less than 1.5 MRD.
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The grain boundary population as a function of disori-
entation angle (disorientation refers to the minimum of all

equivalent misorientation angles) is shown in Fig. 2. Note

that the values of the distribution below 5" are exactly zero,
because this was the threshold used to define a boundary

between two orientations. The distribution is discretized

with a resolution of 1". With 58 non-trivial bins, this means
that there are, on average, about 400 grain boundaries per

bin. There are obvious peaks at 36", 39", 45", 51", and 60".
The misorientation axis-angle distribution was calcu-

lated to determine the relevant misorientation axes at each

of the peaks in Fig. 2. In this case, a discretization of 5"
was used. At this level of discretization, there are about 91
distinct axis-angle pairs and, on average, about 250

observations per boundary type. The grain boundary dis-

tribution in axis-angle space is shown in Fig. 3 for each of

the largest peaks in Fig. 2. The second largest peak in

Fig. 2 is at 36" and the distribution at this angle is shown in
Fig. 3a. Obvious peaks are present at the [100] and [110]
orientations. Note that the distributions at 36" and 39" are
nearly the same (Fig. 3b). This is because of the relatively

coarse discretization of the distribution. There are several
relatively low R coincident site lattice (CSL) boundaries in

this angular range: R27b at 35.4" around [210], R5 at 36.9"
around [100], and R9 at 38.9" around [110]. Considering
this, the peak at [100] can be assigned to R5 boundaries

and the peak at [110] is from R9 boundaries. However,

there is no indication that the R27b boundary has a sig-
nificant population.

Grain boundaries with the 45" disorientation mainly

correspond to rotations around [100]. This is close to the
R29a misorientation (43.6" around [100]), so we will

designate this boundary as R29a. This point is the end of

the fundamental zone for rotations about [100]. Larger
rotations about this axis signify misorientations that are

indistinguishable from those at angles less than 45". For
example, the grain boundary with a 51" misorientation
around [100] is the same as 39" around [100]. Therefore,

the peak at 51" around [100] corresponds to the same

boundaries that created the peak at 39". The other local
maxima at 51", however, represent unique grain bound-

aries. The local maximum at [110] corresponds to the R11
boundary (50.5" around [110]). The local maximum at
(111) corresponds approximately to the R19b misorienta-

tion (46.8" around [111]). There is also a peak near the

[321] axis that is not close to any CSL with R B 29.
Finally, the distribution of axes at 60" has a single maxi-

mum at the [111] orientation. This corresponds to the R3
misorientation of coherent twin boundaries.

Knowing where the maxima are in misorientation space,

it is now possible to examine the grain boundary plane

distributions at these misorientations. While the

Fig. 1 Orientation map of the polycrystalline silicon specimen, a raw
EBSD map before clean-up, b cleaned map with reconstructed grain
boundary line segments (black lines) superimposed. The

crystallographic orientations are colored according to the standard
stereographic triangle on the right in b

Fig. 2 Disorientation angle distribution for 23157 grain boundaries
in Si. Squares indicate the number fraction of grain boundaries and
the circles indicate the length fraction. Note the break in the vertical
axis to emphasize the smaller peaks in comparison to the dominant
peak at 60"
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distributions illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 were determined

directly from the measurements, the grain boundary plane
distribution requires a stereological interpretation of the

data. Ideally, we would like to have 50000 grain boundary

observations to compute the distribution [11]. However,
this number assumes a relatively random misorientation

distribution. Because nearly all of the data are found at

only five different misorientation angles, the computed
plane distributions at these misorientations are likely to be

accurate. To test this idea, we computed the grain boundary

plane distributions using different subsets of the data, and
compared the results. An example is illustrated in Fig. 4. In

this case, the grain boundary plane distribution was cal-

culated with a resolution of 10" for R9 grain boundaries
using 5000, 10000, 15000, 20000, and 23157 line seg-

ments. The maxima and minima of the distribution are also

shown as a function of the number of grain boundaries and
the resulting grain boundary plane distributions are shown

in the inset. From these results, we first conclude that the

overall shape of the distribution, including the location of

the maximum, is not sensitive to the number of lines seg-

ments. Second, for more than 10000 line segments, the
value at the maximum fluctuates within a range of ±10 %.

This analysis was repeated for the four boundaries of

interest and the same results were obtained. Furthermore,
the calculations were repeated for a lower resolution

(12.5"). Using the lower resolution, there are fewer distinct

grain boundary types, so less data are required. When the
results from 10" to 12.5" were compared, there were no

significant differences in the distributions.

Based on the calculations described above, we con-
cluded that the calculated grain boundary plane distribu-

tions for the most populated grain boundaries are reliable

within an uncertainty of about ±10 %. The distribution of
grain boundary planes for boundaries corresponding to the

local maxima in Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 5. The grain

boundary plane distribution at the R5 misorientation (36"
around [100]), illustrated in Fig. 5a, has peaks at the

positions of the symmetric tilt boundaries made up of "0!12#
planes. Similarly, the grain boundary plane distribution at
the R9 misorientation (39" around [110]), illustrated in

Fig. 5b, has its maximum at the position of the symmetric

tilt boundary with "!221# planes. The grain boundary plane
distribution at 45" around [100] (Fig. 5c) also has maxima

that include the symmetric tilts. However, the true maxima

occur for mixed boundaries terminated by {112} type
planes. The grain boundary plane distribution at the R11
misorientation (51" around [110]) is illustrated in Fig. 5d.

At this misorientation, the symmetric tilt boundary with

"!223# planes has the maximum population. Finally, the

global maximum of the distribution occurs for the coherent

twin grain boundary, which is a twist boundary with the R3
misorientation (60" around [111]).

Discussion

Consistent with previous studies [5, 7], our results show
that R3 grain boundaries make up the largest fraction of all

grain boundaries in polycrystalline Si. Using Brandon’s

Fig. 3 Distributions of misorientation axes for grain boundaries in Si. The resolution is 5" and the length fractions are plotted using a
logarithmic scale

Fig. 4 Maxima and minima of the grain boundary plane distribution
for R9 grain boundaries as a function of the number of segments used
to compute the distribution. The insets show stereographic projections
of the grain boundary plane distributions calculated from 5000,
10000, 15000, 20000, and 23157 segments, respectively
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[30] criterion, they make up 29.6 % (percentage by num-

ber) of all boundaries, which is consistent with the previous
studies [5]. Boundaries with the R5, R9, R11, and R29a
misorientations make up other local maxima in the distri-

bution. One possible reason for the high population of R9
boundaries is that they are a natural consequence of the

high population of R3 boundaries. The geometric conse-

quence of two R3 boundaries meeting is a R9 boundary to
complete the triple junction [31]. If the R3 boundaries

mixed randomly, one would expect the concentration of R9
boundaries to be equal to the square of the concentration of
R3 boundaries. Recognizing that some of the R3 grain

boundary segments are part of the internal twin structure,

we consider that only those R3 segments that meet at triple
junctions (23 % of all boundaries) would produce a R9
boundary. In fact, the concentration of R9 boundaries

(5.4 %, number fraction, using Brandon’s [30] criterion) is
approximately equal to the concentration predicted by

random mixing (0.232 = 0.053). This indicates that the

population of R9 boundaries is primarily the result of R3
boundaries intersecting at random. It should also be noted

that there is no evidence for a significant population of

R27a or R27b boundaries. Materials containing high pop-
ulations of R3 and R9 boundaries frequently have elevated

populations of R27 boundaries that form as a crystallo-

graphic consequence of the intersection of R3 and R9
boundaries [31], but this is not observed here.

The high population of R3 grain boundaries is consistent
with the GBCDs of many FCC metals that have been
studied in the past [13, 14, 16, 32, 33]. However, there are

also significant differences. Three notable differences are

in the distribution of grain boundaries around the [111],
[110], and [100] axes. In FCC materials, there is a rela-

tively high population of [111] twist boundaries at all

misorientations. However, in Si, it is only the twin
boundary at the R3 misorientation (60" around [111]) that

has a significant population. The high population of

boundaries with [110] misorientations is consistent with

FCC materials, but the distribution of grain boundary
planes is not. In FCC materials, there is a relatively high

population of grain boundaries for all tilt boundaries, with

the maximum being reached at the orientation of the "1!1n#
symmetric tilt boundary (for example, "1!14# for R9).
However, in Si, the only measurable population is con-

centrated on the "!hhn# symmetric tilt boundaries (for

example, "!221# for R9). Finally, the third significant dif-
ference is that in FCC metals there are very few boundaries

with [100] misorientations. However, there are notable

populations of certain [100] misorientated boundaries in Si.
So, while the presence of twins in Si is similar to FCC

metals, the distinct crystal structure of Si leads to a dif-
ferent GBCD. These differences are likely related to the

differences in bonding interactions at the boundaries that

lead to distinct atomic structures [34–37].
Based on previous studies of ceramics and metals, the

grain boundary character distribution is thought to be

determined by the anisotropy of the grain boundary energy
[27, 38, 39]. In fact, there is an inverse correlation between

the quantities and the same thing might be expected in Si.

However, one significant difference is that the grain
boundary networks in previous studies are formed by grain

growth, following sintering or recrystallization. The Si

examined here was formed by casting. It has been reported
that the very straight (111) habit planes for the coherent

twin boundary, as observed here, are a characteristic of

cast, polycrystalline Si [40]. Therefore, the grain shapes are
likely determined when the growing crystals impinge

during solidification [40, 41]. Even so, at the high tem-

perature at which impingement occurs, it is reasonable to
assume that the interfaces are in local thermodynamic

equilibrium as they are during grain growth.

To test for a relation between grain boundary population
and energy, we will use calculated values of the grain

boundary energy that are available in the literature. There

Fig. 5 Grain boundary plane distributions for boundaries corre-
sponding to the local maxima in the misorientation distribution shown
in Fig. 3. The distributions are plotted in stereographic projection,

with the [001] direction normal to the page and the [100] direction
horizontally and to the right
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have been many calculations of grain boundary energies
using a range of techniques [42–44]. For consistency, we

use here a set of grain boundary energies that result from

tight-binding calculations and includes 11 [100] symmetric
tilt boundaries [45], 16 [110] symmetric tilt boundaries [34,

43], and 6 (111) twist boundaries [46]. These energies are

listed in Table 1. Within this data set, the minimum and
maximum grain boundary energies are those of the

coherent twin boundary (0.032 J/m2) and the R13 (111)

twist boundary (2.53 J/m2), respectively. To test for a
correlation between the measured populations and the

calculated grain boundary energies, we plot (in Fig. 6) the

logarithm of the measured relative area as a function of the

calculated grain boundary energies. The maxima in the

grain boundary plane distribution for the R3 and R9 mis-

orientations, which are centered at (111) and "!221# planes
in Fig. 5e, b, respectively, correspond to the lowest

boundary energies for these misorientations (see Table 1).
The overall trend suggests a moderate negative correlation

between the relative energies and the grain boundary areas,

as seen in other materials. Note that the logarithmic dis-
tribution indicates the same functional form as the Boltz-

mann distribution. It has been previously suggested that

grain boundary populations approach this distribution
during grain growth through a mechanism that preferen-

tially eliminates higher energy grain boundaries from the

population as the total interface area decreases [38].
It is clear that if the six highest energy data points,

which all correspond to (111) twist boundaries (except for

the twin), were removed, then the correlation would
improve. In fact, when these points are removed, the cor-

relation coefficient changes from -0.41 to -0.72, indi-

cating a moderate negative correlation with these points
included and a strong negative correlation without them.

Considering this, the inverse correlation between calcu-

lated grain boundary energies and relative energies in Si is
similar to what has been observed in metals and ceramics

[12, 27].

One potential difficulty in accurately calculating the
highest energy grain boundaries in Si (such as the (111)

twist boundaries) is constructing them with the correct

structure [47]. In fact, this point has been made by von

Table 1 The grain boundary energies [39, 41–43, 52] and grain
boundary populations, which are shown in Fig. 6

h R Boundary
plane

Energy
(J/m2)

Population
(MRD)

12.68 41 (4,5,0) 1.094 0.4

16.26 25 (3,4,0) 1.172 0.52

22.62 13 (2,3,0) 1.213 0.564

28.07 17 (3,5,0) 1.254 0.878

36.87 5 (1,2,0) 1.001 1.396

46.4 29 (2,5,0) 1.239 1.313

53.13 5 (1,3,0) 0.942 0.749

61.93 17 (1,4,0) 1.31 0.595

67.38 13 (1,5,0) 1.422 0.292

73.74 25 (1,7,0) 1.407 0.308

77.32 41 (1,9,0) 1.321 0.229

16.1 51 (1,-5,5) 0.956 1.112

20.05 33 (1,-4,4) 1.022 0.632

26.53 19 (1,-3,3) 0.787 0.647

31.59 27 (2,-5,5) 0.891 16.56

38.94 9 (1,-2,2) 0.661 12.083

45.98 59 (3,-5,5) 0.929 4.825

50.48 11 (2,-3,3) 0.951 4.588

55.88 41 (3,-4,4) 1.022 3.701

70.53 3 (1,1,1) 0.032 884.7

93.37 17 (3,-2,2) 1.022 0.548

109.47 3 (2,-1,1) 1.022 0

121.01 33 (5,-2,2) 1.339 0.122

129.52 11 (3,-1,1) 0.956 0.528

141.06 9 (4,-1,1) 1.317 1.484

148.41 27 (5,-1,1) 1.18 0.367

159.95 33 (8,-1,1) 1.519 0.651

13.17 19 (1,1,1) 2.164 0.811

15.18 43 (1,1,1) 2.296 0

16.43 49 (1,1,1) 2.507 0.811

17.9 31 (1,1,1) 2.427 0.583

21.79 7 (1,1,1) 2.322 0.908

27.8 13 (1,1,1) 2.533 0.287

Fig. 6 The relationship between grain boundary populations and
calculated grain boundary energies in Si [34, 43, 45, 46, 56]. The
horizontal axis shows the calculated boundary energies, while the
vertical axis shows the relative grain boundary areas for the same
boundary. The grain boundaries are separated into two categories: tilt
boundaries (diamonds) and twist boundaries (circles). Note that the
relative energies of the R7 (111) twist boundary calculated by using
the tight-binding method [46] (red) and the transferable semi
empirical tight-binding method [47] (black) and are shown with the
large solid circles
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Alfthan et al. [37], who showed that the energies of R5
twist boundaries could vary by 30 %, depending on the
assumed structure. In this context, it is interesting to note

that when the boundary energy of the R7 (111) twist

boundary was calculated using an improved model, it was
substantially lower in energy (1.31 J/m2) than the original

value of 2.32 J/m2 [47]. The energy that resulted from the

improved calculation is marked by the black circle on
Fig. 6 and is consistent with the trend found for the lower

energy grain boundaries. If we presume that the other five
(111) twist boundaries were similarly overestimated as the

R7 was, then the inverse correlation between the area and

energy would be much stronger.
It has been reported that high-energy grain boundaries in

silicon lower their boundary energy by introducing an

amorphous-like structure at the grain boundary associated
with the reduction in the numbers of dangling bonds [44,

46, 48–52]. However, the work of von Alfthan et al. [37,

53] suggests that the structures of certain twist boundaries
(R25, R5, and R29) remain ordered up to the melting point.

These contradictions point to the difficulty of modeling the

correct atomic structure for these grain boundaries.
Therefore, it is plausible to assume that the simulated

energies for the highest energy grain boundaries may not

represent the equilibrium state [47, 54]. Furthermore, there
is also evidence that structural transitions occur with tem-

perature [53], suggesting that distinct grain boundary

complexions may occur with distinct energies for the same
boundary type at different temperatures [55].

Conclusion

The grain boundary character distribution in Si is highly
anisotropic. The five most common boundaries are the R3
(60"/[111]) (111) twist boundary at 900 MRD, the R5 (36"/
[100]) "1!20# symmetric tilt boundary at 1.5 MRD, the R9
(39"/[110]) "!221# symmetric tilt at 10 MRD, the R11 (51"/
[110]) "!223# symmetric tilt boundary at 4 MRD, and the

R29a (45"/[100]) (112) mixed boundary at 1.5 MRD.

Nearly all [110] and [100] misorientations favor symmetric
tilt configurations. The high population of coherent twin

boundaries is consistent with what is found in metals, but
the populations at other misorientations are distinct. The

measured grain boundary populations are inversely corre-

lated with the calculated grain boundary energies.
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